Three calculations suggest that the magnetospheric configuration changes during the substorm growth phase. A flaring-tail model indicates that the observed increases in geomagnetic tail field are explained if the dayside magnetopause shrinks by 1-2 R•. Increased tail flaring also requires that the tail current sheet approach near the earth during the growth phase. The motion of the inner edge of the plasma sheet, and consequently an equatorward shift of the nightside auroral oval, is consistent with the structural modifications mentioned above.
crease simultaneously with tail-flux increases.
This effect would enhance the inward motion of the taillike region and the tail-field increase. Finally, in the fourth section we review a theory [Petschek and Kennel, 1966; Kennel, 1969] for the inner edge of the electron plasma sheet based on the depletion of the plasma sheet by precipitation to the atmosphere as convection carries the plasma into the dipolar region of the earth's field. As originally posed [Kennel, 1969] , this calculation suffered from the defect that the end of the dipolar region (or the beginning of the taillike region) was not specified. This diflqculty is also alleviated by use of the Siscoe-Cummings procedure.
The models mentioned above are by no means mutually self-consistent nor is each model in itself complete and rigorously self-consistent. Furthermore, we have not explicitly included any of the dynamics undoubtedly occurring during growth phase, arguing that the relatively slow time development of the growth phase makes quantitative examination of the variations predicted by equilibrium considerations a reasonable first step. Our results may be regarded as most reliable if it is imagined that the growth phase proceeds arbitrarily slowly through a succession of near-equilibrium steady states. Our estimates of the changes in magnetosphere configuration based on this assumption are presented in the fifth section. The sixth section concludes with speculative remarks on substorms and magnetic storms.
Our calculations of the changes in magnetospheric structure during the substorm growth phase are at best crude but simple scaling relations by which frontside magnetospheric-configuration changes can be related to changes in the tail structure. We emphasize, therefore, not that the calculations do yield reasonable numerical agreement with the observed growth phase tail changes but that the observed tail changes logically follow from the shrinkage of the dayside magnetopause and the enhancement of internal convection.
FLARING-TAIL MODEL
In this section we review the flaring-tail model of Tverslcoy [1968] and Spreiter a•d Allcsne [1969] . The simplest model assumes the geomagnetic tail to be a bifurcated cylinder of radius r --RT(x), where x is the distance from the center of the earth along the axis of the cylinder, which is aligned with the solar wind.
Henceforth we will use (r, x) coordinates appropriate to this cylindrical symmetry. A thin neutral sheet separates the northern and southern lobes, which have magnetic flux directed in the solar (--x) and antisolar (q-x) directions, respectively. Dungey [1965] has estimated the length of the geomagnetic tail to be 1000 R•; this estimate implies that for distances x • 1000 R• the loss of magnetic flux from the lobes of the tail due to flux penetration across the tail magnetopause can probably be neglected. 
INNER EDGE OF ELECTRON PLASMA SI-IEET
The magnetospheric configuration is also characterized by the location and structure of the inner edge of the electron plasma sheet [Vasyliunas, 1968]. The inner edge has been observed to move earthward during or just prior to substorm expansion [Vasyliunas, 1968] , this motion thus indicating that its location depends on the structure and dynamics of the tail. In this section we present a model of the inner edge first suggested by Petschek and Kennel [1966] in which the inner edge is primarily controlled by the effective distance to the tail current sheet.
When a convection electric field is present, plasma will flow toward the dipolar region of the geomagnetic field from the plasma sheet. The distance to which plasma can penetrate the dipole is limited by two effects, precipitation loss, and for su•ciently energetic particles, magnetic gradient and curvature drifts. 
T•E-DE•E•UE•T GEOmagnETiC
The following things of relevance to tail dynamics appear to occur during the growth phase: the nose radius of the magnetopause decreases, magnetic flux is added to the tail, and a convection electric field is slowly established. The calc•ations of tail structure above are clearly inadequate for detailed absolute comparisons with observations. However, even though the various models are not mutually self-consistent, they do provide scaling relations through w•ch the relative changes in the dayside magnetospheric structure during growth phase can be semiquantitatively related to relative tail changes during the growth phase. In this section we estimate the relative increase in the tail magnetic field, the magnitude of that portion of the field depressions at the ATS orbit due to increases in the tail-fringing field, and the earth-ward motion at the inner edge of the plasma sheet from the known magnitudes of the dayside changes.
Since the Alfv•n speed in the lobes of the tail is very large, the magnetic field will adiust very rapidly to changes in boundary conditions. Thus we can assume that, in evolving on the slow time scale of the substorm growth phase, at least the near tail passes through a succession of near-equilibrium states. From observation [Aubry et al., 1970] Mx and if Ro decreases from 16 to 12.5 Rs, the perturbation field could increase from 13 to 34 7. This possibility suggests that at least a portion of the time-dependent changes in magnetic configuration at geostationary orbit during the substorm growth phase may be due to changes in the tail-field configuration.
With regard to the motion of the inner edge of the plasma sheet, we note that electric-field increases during the growth phase cannot be responsible for the earthward motion of the inner edge of the plasma sheet [Vasyliunas, 1968] and tail-fringing field moves the region of long lifetime and the transition to dipolar field, where the inner edge is expected, closer to earth. Thus, as stated previously [Kennel, 1969] , the motion of the inner edge of the electron plasma sheet is determined by gross changes in the magnetic configuration in the near-tail region.
•)ISCUSSION
We have employed crude magnetospheric models, which are essentially scaling relations, to estimate the geomagnetic-tail configurational changes produced by the decrease in magnetopause nose radius and concomitant tail-flux increase observed during the growth phase. The semiquantitative agreement with tail observations may not be very significant by itself. What is significant, however, is that the tail configurational changes are logically consistent with the frontside magnetopause response to in-creased field-cutting and enhanced internal convection. It appears, therefore, that such configurational changes should accompany any change in the convection rate. We review below a speculative picture of the substorm growth phase and comment briefly on magnetic storms.
The substorm growth phase commences with a southward shift in the solar-wind magneticfield direction and enhanced field-cutting at the nose of the magnetosphere. Owing to ionospheric line-tying, flux is not initially returned to the dayside magnetopause at the rate at which it is peeled away by field-cutting [Coroniti and Kennel, 1971; Tamao, 1972] . This imbalance has two consequences. First, the dayside magnetopause must shrink by I or 2 Rs before the field-cutting and flux-return rates equalize. Such an equilibrium is approached roughly 20-60 rain after the onset of enhanced field-cutting. During geomagnetic storms the magnetosphere should be even more strongly distorted. The much larger field-cutting rates expected suggest that the tail flux, rather than increasing by 10-20%, may in fact double. This possibility, together with the accompanying shrinkage of the nose of the magnetosphere, due to both field-cutting and increased solar-wind dynamic pressure, implies a large increase in tail flaring and magnetic field. The increased solar-wind flaring stress implies that the whole tail structure must move earthward, an implication that in turn implies that the inner edge of the electron plasma sheet must also move earthward. Since electron heat flux from the plasma sheet maintains the nightside auroral-oval ionosphere, auroral activity should move considerably equatorward during storms. 
